
Home Learning, Westwood Academy.       

Week commencing: 22nd June 2020.    All resources for the week are below the weekly plan, just scroll down.  
  

 Literacy Numeracy Other 
Monday Reading: read  chapter 5, 6 & 7of the 

“Shadowsmith”  
Answer the questions 

TT Rockstars 10 minutes daily.-  
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/yea
r-6/  

lesson 1 – Solve 2-step equations 
Work through the videos this week 

 https://youtu.be/LzmJPKAFk1U challenge an 
adult 
Fitness challenge 
Art – Texture Treasure Hunt 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/texture-
treasure-hunt-94e519/activities/1  

Tuesday Read a chapter of your current reading book 
Literacy: ‘Home Sweet Home’  
http://www.literacyshed.com/homesweethom
e.html WATCH TIMES GIVEN ONLY! 
Play the film from the beginning and pause at 
2:20.  
WALT: describe the characters and setting of a 
story 
Produce descriptive sentences and paragraphs 

TT Rockstars 10 minutes daily. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
year-6/ 
 
Lesson 2 – Find pairs of values 

https://youtu.be/J6cZVYzObE4 earn to shuffle with Lacey 
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-the-
theory-of-evolution  
Theory of evolution – Watch the video 

Wednesday 
 

Read a chapter of your current reading book  
Reading Task:   
Writing: Personification, what is personification? 
WALT: infer how personification is used to 
portray character 
Write a paragraph using personification 

TT Rockstars 10 minutes daily. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
year-6/ 
 
Lesson 3 – convert metric measures 

https://youtu.be/7J5cpPJav04 Chair challenge 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkx3bdm  
Music - Melody and pitch 
 
 

Thursday Read a chapter of your current reading book. 
Writing Task: 
WALT: use persuasive devices within an 
argument 
Produce a piece of persuasive writing  

TT Rockstars 10 minutes daily. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
year-6/ 
Lesson 4 – Miles and kilometres 

  
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-
12836165/documents/d1ae815999524f848e5e78c7ed16
7605/Target%20Games%20PE%20-%20SSP.pdf  
Target games resource. 

Friday Read a chapter of your current reading book. 
Writing Task: WALT: use speech to convey 
emotion within a conversation 
Children write a conversation between characters 

TT Rockstars 10 minutes daily. 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
year-6/ 
Lesson 5 – Maths Challenge 

If you can get out with a parent, try the Daily Mile – can 
you run or walk for 1 mile? (about 12 minutes slow jog). 
*Complete any work that needs to be finished. 
 

 
year6@westwoodacademy.org  Hi everyone, I hope that you have all had a good week. 
There will be a zoom session on Friday, would be lovely to chat to you all if you can make it  - Here are the details of the meeting: 
Topic: Mrs B and Year 6 
Time: Jun 26, 2020 02:00 PM London 
Meeting ID: 871 4410 9852 
Password: 7bgftm 
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Monday Literacy 
Answer the questions below, in full sentences. Explain your answers, using the text to support your writing. 

1. Read through the third paragraph, beginning ‘… comfortably. As it was, there was barely enough space to sit cross-legged….’ 
                  Explain why dashes and a semicolon was used.  

2. a)What kind of figurative language is ‘a voice as arid as a desert’?  
b)What does it mean and why do you think it has been used at that point in the paragraph? 

      3.   Is Kirby’s dad a good cook? Explain your answer, quote from the text. 
      4.   ‘Kirby’s stomach shrunk to the size of a grape’ What is the author trying to explain about Kirby? (Chapter 7 – Into the Dark). 
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Tuesday – Literacy  
Watch the film to 2:20 WATCH TIMES GIVEN ONLY Summarise what has happened. Who are the characters? What do you think the story is going to be about? 
Think about the 5Ws. Compare the houses, how are they different? Why do you think the houses have decided to leave?  
Activity 
Draw two columns and write descriptive sentences for each house describing appearance only, (Tomorrow focuses on character and personification). 
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Tuesday  -Extension 
Write descriptive sentences to describe the setting. Remember to use interesting adjectives, add a preposition phrase, a relative clause and/or 
use repetition for effect. 
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Wednesday – literacy 
Watch the film to 2:20 again – WATCH TIMES GIVEN ONLY List the personification that you notice so far in the resource 2a below- 
 
Object How it can be personified 

The windows… Back and forth, the old wooden window shutter swung. 
 
The house blinked wistfully at its new companion. 

The house moving… With adventure on its mind, the…………………………house  
 
began to ………………………………………………. 

The door of the house…  

The ‘For Sale’ sign… 
 

 

The foundation 
footings… 

 

 
 
 
 

Discuss these questions 
1. Why have the houses been given 

human characteristics?  
2. How does this contribute to the 

tone of the story so far?  
3. Can you infer the characters of 

the houses based on what you 
have seen so far? 

 

Look at resource 2b - Discuss how the 
personification works in this piece of writing. 
How else might the house be personified? 
Make a list – windows as eyes, etc. 
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Wednesday - Literacy 
Resource 2b 
 

Bashfully, the old house peered around the oak tree, arching its bushy 
brows in a questioning manner. Supported by a splintered walking 
stick, it shuffled forward to greet the passing stranger and weigh up its 
potential new companion.  

Its foundations groaned as it cautiously approached the youthful 
foreigner. It had been so long since it had last decided to make a move 
that its joints had grown stiff...  

*Write one / two paragraphs inferring the personality of the young house using personification. 
 
**Write one / two paragraphs inferring the personality of the old house using personification. 
 
***Write two paragraphs inferring the personalities of the young and old house using personification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use resource 2b as 
a prompt 
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Thursday  - literacy     Play the clip from the beginning to 3:09  
WATCH TIMES GIVEN ONLY 
 
There are different perspectives to look at this clip – 

1. The young house and why he took it 
2. The old house and why he needed it. 
3. The big house and how it felt to have it taken 
4. The dog house that watched it happen. 

 
Task 
To write the scene from the perspective of one of the houses. You need to get your feelings and emotions across to the reader, but consider why 
the house stole the post. 
 
Use language of debate – Conjunctions 
however, moreover, consequently, hence, nevertheless, therefore, in addition, in conclusion etc. 
 
Useful sentence openers – 

Firstly, secondly, thirdly etc... In my opinion...I understand that.... However, On the other hand...The way I see it... Obviously...Clearly...I am certain 
that... Surely, you’d agree that... Without a doubt...It is my firm belief... I have come to realise...  

Use first person and past tense. 

*Write from the perspective of the young house 

** Write from the perspective of the old house 

***Write from the perspective of the big house 

Extension – perspective from the dog house – write thoughts only in thought bubbles. 

 

 
 

Discuss – 
Was the young house right 
to steal the post from the 
big house? Is stealing ever 

right? 
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Friday – Literacy    WATCH TIMES GIVEN ONLY Play clip from beginning to 6:18. Remember when we first see the old house, it is attached to a 
disused car garage 
 
Task 

1. Write instructions for Year 3 to use when writing speech between characters. What punctuation do they need to use and where is it 
placed? 

2. Write a conversation between the old house and the new house, where the old house is telling the new house about his past life. Think 
about what the young house might ask the old house. Look at Resource 4b to help you. 

 
Resource 4b 
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